
Manage your compliance with confidence.
Our Comply ASAP pack contains an AML check,
Land Registry document checks, and identity 
document uploads including facial recognition.

Our recommended solicitors are ahead of the 
game. Handpicked by us, they focus on getting 
your client legally ready to move whilst delivering 
excellent customer service.

Speed up transactions without the fixed cost of
in-house sales progressors. Designed to save time 
and aggravation, our service helps your clients 
navigate the legal process with minimum hassle.

A quicker completion? Safe as houses!

At ASAP we never stand still, and our 4 specialist services are here to keep you moving. Working 
with clients on your behalf, our proactive approach can reduce transaction times by up to 8 weeks 
and prevent the frustration of fall throughs.  

Working with ASAP means  
you can get a move on with  
selling properties

You focus on sales and we’ll do the rest with our
end-to-end Complete ASAP service. Our fully 
managed service means you can rely on us from 
the moment of listing until completion.



8 Weeks
Speed up your transactions by up to 8 weeks.

Compared to the industry average

20%
Reduce your fall-through by up to 20%.

Compared to the industry average

Here are some fast facts to help you 
get a move on...

“ASAP deliver a sales progression service that is far better than the average estate agent 

can manage themselves. With ASAP, transaction times from sale agreed to completion 

are up to 8 weeks faster than the industry average. In simple terms, agents get their fee 

much earlier with ASAP. They also reduce fall-through rates for their clients by up to 

20%. This means that ASAP agents get paid on a lot more transactions.” 
 

Peter Knight, EA Masters 2021

completeasap.co.uk
hello@completeasap.co.uk

01977 797 625

Find out how we can keep you moving:


